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Iden ﬁca on of Russian accented Finnish
by na ve and non-na ve listeners
with and without Finnish proﬁciency

The study focuses on how diﬀerent groups of listeners, that is na ve Finnish speakers (n = ),
non-na ve learners of Finnish (n = ) and non-na ve non-learners of Finnish (n = ), judge
samples (n = ) of Russian accented Finnish in an auditory experiment. The samples are readaloud phrases of three Finnish speakers and three L Russian beginner learners of Finnish who
were recorded three mes at six-month intervals during their residence in Finland. The results show that the listener groups diﬀer signiﬁcantly from each other in the ability to iden fy
the Russian accented samples. In addi on, all the listener groups reported to have paid more
a en on to prosodic and segmental cues than speech rate. Finally, we conclude by considering implica ons of the study to further longitudinal studies on percep on of foreign accented
speech.
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Introduc on
The small scale study reported in this paper aims to inves gate how diﬀerent
listener groups, including naive listeners, successfully iden fy Russian speakers in an auditory experiment consis ng of short read-aloud samples from nave Finnish speakers and L Russian beginner learners. We explore the potenal of such a non-standard experimental design in the study of foreign accent.
In addi on, we are interested in what phone c aspects the listeners based
their judgments on. The listener groups are: na ve Finnish speakers (n = ),
non-na ve learners of Finnish (n = ) and non-na ve non-learners of Finnish
(n = ), to be further referred to as G , G and G , respec vely. The study
aims to contribute to the almost non-existent literature on judgments of foreign accented Finnish and to oﬀer sugges ons for further studies on this topic.
We will now brieﬂy describe the prosody of the languages under invesga on. Russian prosody has a greater role in communica on than Finnish
prosody, because Russian uses intona on extensively for dis nguishing quesons from statements whereas Finnish does not (Bondarko
; Iivonen
). Finnish intona on has o en been described as rather monotonous and
produced with a narrow pitch range with creaky voice occurring frequently
(Iivonen
,
a). Russian intona on, on the other hand, is more variable
and lively and creaky voice typically does not occur (Volskaya
). In Finnish,
word stress is ﬁxed on the ﬁrst syllable (Iivonen
b), whereas in Russian
it can be placed on any syllable and even change posi on in diﬀerent forms
of the same syllable (Bondarko
). Finnish stressed vowels do not diﬀer
as greatly from unstressed ones in quality and quan ty compared to Russian
ones, which diﬀer from their unstressed counterparts a great deal (Bondarko
; Iivonen
). Previous research on Russian accented Finnish shows, for
example, that non-na ve like prosodic chunking, stress (exaggerated stress on
the word-ini al syllable) and pitch varia on (rapid increase in pitch in wordﬁnal syllables or u erance ﬁnal posi ons) are typical for Russian learners of
Finnish (Aho & Toivola
).
In this paper, we ﬁrst summarize previous studies on foreign accent, focusing on the percep on of foreign accent and the role of listener’s background
in percep on. A material and methods sec on, describing the auditory experiment in detail, follows this introduc on. We describe the listener groups as
well as the three L Russian speakers, beginner learners of Finnish in more detail as well as explain the sta s cal methods used. Next, we present our main
ﬁndings and ﬁnish with a discussion.
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Percep on of foreign accent
Foreign accent is the term o en used for non-na ve pronuncia on that deviates from na ve speech (Scovel
; Flege
; Munro
). As men oned
by Munro & Derwing (
), studying foreign accent can be a key to understanding speech processing, and the results from such studies can o en be
applied to pronuncia on teaching.
The goal for pronuncia on learning is o en comprehensibility (Jenkins
; Walker
) rather than complete na ve-likeness or speaking without any foreign accent, at least for adult learners (e.g. Abrahamsson & Hyltenstam
). Nonetheless, foreign accent can in some cases hinder comprehensibility, whereas in other cases accented speech can be completely comprehensible (Munro & Derwing
). For immigrants, foreign accent has societal relevance in integra ng into the host society, for example, because na ve
speakers may value it nega vely (Lippi-Green
; Leinonen
). As Russian speakers are the largest immigrant group in Finland (n = ,
in
,
Sta s cs Finland
), nega ve accent percep on is of par cular concern
to this group in Finnish society. A tudes towards Russian speakers have been
rather nega ve; for example, over % of Finns reported they do not wish Russian speakers to move to Finland (Jaakkola
,
). Aho & Toivola (
)
found in their study that many Russian learners of Finnish wanted to speak
Finnish without a Russian accent. For immigrants, sounding na ve, or at least
not easily being recognized as a non-na ve speaker, can thus be a jus ﬁable
learning goal.
The present study focuses on factors contribu ng to the percep on and
iden ﬁca on of foreign accent. More precisely, the study inves gates how
successfully na ve and non-na ve listeners iden fy the foreign accent in
Finnish spoken by na ve speakers of Russian and what phone c aspects their
judgments are based on. Non-learners of the language have been used as listeners only in a few previous studies measuring foreign accent, ﬂuency or pronuncia on (e.g. Major
; Weber & Pöllmann
; Wilkerson
). In the
majority of previous studies the listeners have been na ve speakers or nonna ve learners of the language to be judged (Gonet & Pietroń
; MacKay et
al.
; Munro et al.
). The studies have shown that diﬀerent groups of
listeners can diﬀer in their evalua ons. For example, in Weber & Pöllmann’s
(
) study the judgments of non-na ve non-learners diﬀered from na ve
and non-na ve language learners. However, non-na ve non-learners are also
able to judge the s muli very reliably (Major
), especially the s muli with
a strong foreign accent. The studies speculate that non-na ve non-learner listeners may rely on their ﬁrst language knowledge in their judgments. As one
explana on for percep on of foreign accent Major (
) proposes the term
displaced foreign accent detec on, which refers to the fact that the listener
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is paying a en on to the features of their na ve language that can be heard
in the unknown language. Pilot studies by Gilbert (
) have indicated the
strong role of prosody in recognizing the speaker’s L . Furthermore, Gupta
(
) showed that diﬀerent accents of English are easier to understand if
one is familiar with the accent in ques on.
Previous research has also focused on rater’s exper se as a background
factor inﬂuencing ra ngs and the results have been controversial (see review
by Piske et al.
). In a study by Cunningham-Andersson & Engstrand (
)
it did not play a signiﬁcant role as naive listeners were able to iden fy foreign accent from rather short samples as well as expert listeners. Similarly, in
Kennedy & Troﬁmovich (
) English as L teachers’ foreign accent ra ngs
did not diﬀer from naive listeners’ ra ngs. However, Bongaerts, Mennen and
van der Slik’s (
) study showed that language teachers and non-teachers
diﬀered in their ra ngs. Thus, Piske et al. (
) recommend in their review
that listeners from diﬀerent backgrounds should be used in studies inves gating the percep on of foreign accent.
Previous studies have iden ﬁed a number of factors contribu ng to the
percep on of accentedness. Research focusing on ﬂuency and the strength of
foreign accent (e.g. Major
; Weber & Pöllmann
) suggest that the
u erance dura on as well as slower speech rate would par cularly indicate
that the speaker is a non-na ve speaker. However, the link has not always been
this clear. Derwing & Munro (
) found that speech that was too slow or too
fast did not sound na ve-like. Major (
) proposes that dura on diﬀerences
alone do not account for the foreign accent ra ngs. Troﬁmovich & Baker (
)
found that speech rate and dura on of pauses were associated with foreign
accent more than stress ming and peak alignment.
Pinget et al. (
) studied both suprasegmental and segmental features
and measured pitch alterna on hypothesizing that monotonous pitch contributes to the percep on of foreign accent. The results showed, however,
that pitch alterna on and the sound segments chosen for the study explained
only a small propor on of the strength of foreign accent. Addi onally McCullough (
) studied mul ple acous c proper es such as VOT, vowel quality, f (fundamental frequency), vowel dura on and sentence stress in English
words produced by American English, Hindi, Korean and Mandarin speakers.
In the study VOT and vowel quality were linked to the percep on of foreign
accent more than f and vowel dura on. Saito et al. (
) studied linguisc factors in the percep on of foreign accent of Japanese learners of English.
They found that na ve listeners’ ra ngs of accentedness were associated with
word stress and vowel/consonant errors.
In Riney, Takagi and Inutsuka’s (
) study the listeners disagreed on
which of the non-na ve speakers were perceived the most and least na velike. They focused on Japanese and American raters listening to Japanese L
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speakers of English and showed that all listeners were able to iden fy the
na ve speakers. However, non-na ve listeners paid more a en on to intona on, ﬂuency and speech rate as compared to na ve listeners, who based
their judgments more on deviances in the segmental level (especially /r/ and
/l/ sounds).
Previous literature on L Finnish is scarce both from percep on and produc on points of view. In previous percep on studies the raters have been nave Finnish speakers (e.g. Toivola
; Leinonen
; Uzal et al.
). The
percep on study by Leinonen (
) showed that Finnish adolescents living in
diﬀerent parts of Finland rated foreign accented Finnish of a number of diﬀerent L s consistently. Speakers were rated diﬀerently based on their L . Swahili
and Vietnamese L speakers were given the strongest foreign accent ra ngs,
whereas Arabic L speakers were rated the weakest and English and Russian L
speakers in between. There is one recent study (Ahola & Tossavainen
) on
L Finnish pronuncia on assessment focusing on Estonian accented Finnish. It
found that the similari es between Estonian and Finnish pronuncia on make
Estonian accented Finnish rather easy to understand and to listen to. However, the study also found that raters perceived Finnish spoken by Estonian L
speakers too fast and not containing enough pauses.
Features related to L Finnish pronuncia on and ﬂuency have been studied by Toivola and colleagues. Toivola et al. (
) compared Finnish na ve
speakers and Finnish L learners (from four diﬀerent L backgrounds: Russian, Thai, Turkish and Vietnamese) and found that pauses were longer in readaloud speech by Finnish na ve speakers than L learners. Toivola et al. (
)
also found that ar cula on rate becomes faster in a longitudinal se ng, as
the length of residence in Finland increases, both in read-aloud and conversaonal speech. The number of pauses in read-aloud speech also decreases, but
the mean dura on of pauses increases. They conclude that learning na velike pausing in spoken Finnish requires the ability to use context-dependent
pause dura ons in speech. Toivola (
) also studied the role of phone c
features in percep on of foreign accent and found that the number of single deviant phone c segments, ﬁlled pauses and ar cula on rate contributed
to the perceived degree of accentedness in the spontaneous speech of experienced Finnish L learners (with Russian L background). In addi on, in the
read-aloud data the number of single deviant phone c segments and their
quality explained the majority of the strength of the foreign accent by Russian
speakers (Toivola
).
Small scale studies on L Finnish spoken by Russians have also been conducted by Ullakonoja and colleagues. These studies have focused on how
adult Russian na ve speakers with no prior knowledge of Finnish imitate short
Finnish u erances (Ullakonoja et al.
a,b) and how young Russian immigrants produce Finnish segmental dura on and length in a read-aloud task
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(Ullakonoja & Kuronen
). The results showed, ﬁrstly, that subject’s working memory is correlated with the comprehensibility of imitated u erances,
and secondly, that it is challenging to imitate/to learn the Finnish dura onal
contrasts. All studies revealed great interspeaker varia on in the success of
produc on.

Aims, data and methods
The main aim of the study is to inves gate the iden ﬁca on of Russian accented Finnish by three diﬀerent listener groups. In par cular, the present
study sought to answer the following ques ons:
. How well were non-na ve, that is Russian L , speakers iden ﬁed by different listener groups (that is na ve Finnish speakers, na ve Russian
speakers who are learning Finnish and na ve Russian speakers with no
knowledge of Finnish)?
. Are samples from consequent recording sessions rated diﬀerently, and
if so, is the change due to perceived changes in pronuncia on?
In contrast to most previous studies on L pronuncia on, the present study
focuses on pronuncia on in a longitudinal research se ng and includes a listener group with no knowledge of the language under inves ga on. We focus
on three adult beginner learners of Finnish, with Russian as their L , recorded
three mes within -month intervals. Extracts of the recordings were subjected to a percep on experiment, through which we inves gated the diﬀerences between rater groups in iden ﬁca on and if the perceptual judgments
change over me and if so, whether the pronuncia on also changes as reported by the raters. Seeing how non-na ve non-learners of Finnish judge the
speech s muli in diﬀerent recording sessions is of par cular interest, as such a
listener group is very rarely included in L percep on studies. The underlying
hypotheses are that, ﬁrstly, the degree of proﬁciency in Finnish is linked with
the ability to iden fy the Russian accented speech (the be er the raters’ proﬁciency in Finnish, the be er their ability to iden fy Russian speakers’ samples
is) and, secondly, that all the diﬀerent groups of raters judge the L speakers
more o en as na ve speakers of Finnish in the ﬁnal recording session.

.

Raters

Three diﬀerent groups of raters (n = ), listened to the read-aloud s muli
by L and L speakers in the auditory experiment: L Finnish speakers (G ),
Russian speakers with L Finnish (G ), L Russian speakers with no previous
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knowledge or proﬁciency in Finnish (G ). None of the listeners reported hearing diﬃcul es and they were all students. G , the L Finnish speakers (n = ,
all female) were from the Helsinki or Jyväskylä regions aged – (mean age
) with no knowledge or previous study of Russian. Their only L was Finnish,
but they had studied at least English and Swedish at school (as is typical in
Finland). All Finnish speakers can be considered at least somewhat familiar
with Russian-accented Finnish, as Russian is one of largest immigrant minority languages in Finland. G , the L Russian speakers (n = , all female) with
L Finnish, aged – (mean age ) were living in the Helsinki or Jyväskylä
regions at the me of the experiment. They had a self-rated minimum of B level oral proﬁciency of Finnish on the CEFR scale (CEFR
), i.e. were at
least at an intermediate level. They had studied Finnish – years (mean )
and had lived in Finland from to years (mean ). G , the L Russian speakers (n = , male,
female) with no Finnish proﬁciency came from the St.
Petersburg region and were between and years of age (mean age ).

.

Speakers

In the auditory experiment there were samples from two groups of speakers: non-na ve speakers of Finnish with Russian as their L and na ve speakers of Finnish. The non-na ve speakers were three female speakers (further
Rus , Rus and Rus ) from the ProoF-project corpus (ProoF
; see Aho
et al.
, for a descrip on of the corpus) aged – (mean age ). They
were recorded three mes with -month intervals (further T , T and T ) and
they had lived in Finland for – months (mean months) and had studied
Finnish for – months (mean months) before the ﬁrst recording session.
Two speakers con nued their Finnish studies throughout the experiment and
one (Rus ) interrupted her Finnish lessons a er T . Two speakers (Rus and
Rus ) reported that they mostly spoke Finnish outside the home, and Rus
also at home, whereas Rus spoke Russian at home. Rus said that she spoke
some Finnish, but mostly English both at home and outside the home. The nave speakers of Finnish were three female speakers from the Helsinki region
aged – (mean ), as well as contributors to the ProoF-project corpus.

.

Speech samples

The read-aloud speech samples were recorded in a sound-proof studio, using high quality audio equipment within the ProoF-project. Every speaker was
recorded with a head-mounted microphone at a sample rate of . kHz and
sample size of bits. Speakers were asked to read aloud short sentences using an ordinary speech rate. As opposed to previous studies, which have used
longer s muli, we chose short extracts of read-aloud speech for the auditory
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experiment. The reason for this is that, ﬁrstly, we hypothesized that producing
Finnish intona on, which has a high beginning followed by declina on, would
be diﬃcult for Russian speakers to produce. Secondly, longer samples would
have contained more pauses and hesita on as well as a poten ally slower
speech rate in the L speech, which would have increased the likelihood of being iden ﬁed as “Russian”. The following seven phrases were extracted from
the beginning of longer read-aloud sentences from each speaker (for L speakers from three consequent recording sessions): viime yönä (last night), kuten
edät (as you know), hän sanoi (s/he said), en edä (I don’t know), eilen illalla
(last night), mielestäni (in my opinion), viime kesänä (last summer).

.

Listening test

The auditory experiment consisted of a total of samples, of which were
obtained from three Russian na ve speakers from the three recording sessions
over me, and the remaining
samples from three Finnish na ve speakers
( – samples per speaker). Thus, the total number of all ra ngs was
, of
which
were ra ngs of Russian speakers’ samples.
In the experiment ( min), the listeners ﬁrst heard seven prac ce s muli,
containing both L and L samples. Then, the actual s muli were presented
in two diﬀerent randomized orders so that all listeners listened to the s muli only once and had
seconds to respond a er each s mulus. The experiments were all administered in a quiet room and the s muli were presented either through headphones or loudspeakers (where the use of headphones was impossible for prac cal reasons). The listeners chose the language (Finnish/Russian) of the ra ng sheet. First, the listeners were asked to
decide whether the speaker’s mother tongue was Russian. Second, the two
listener groups (L Finnish speakers and L Russian speakers with L Finnish
proﬁciency) who knew Finnish were asked to deﬁne the basis for their judgments for each s mulus in a mul ple-choice ques on, (allowing for mul ple responses per s mulus) where the alterna ves were prosody (referring
to intona on, stress and rhythm), speech rate and vowel and consonant quality/quan ty. As we considered such a mul ple-choice ques on too demanding for the par cipants for whom Finnish was an unknown language, the nonlearners of Finnish group were asked to express the basis of their judgments
across all the s muli freely in their own words. This was a good decision, as
we observed that for some listeners the fact that they had to par cipate in an
experiment in a language they have never heard was enough to make them
ques on their willingness and capability to par cipate.
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.

Data analysis

The perceptual judgments were analyzed and processed quan ta vely using
MS Excel . and IBM SPSS Sta s cs . so ware. For inves ga ng the
diﬀerences between the listener groups, we used one-way between-groups
ANOVA analysis of variance and reported the values of the Welch test as the
assump on of the homogeneity of variance was violated. Further, we used the
Tukey HSD post-hoc comparisons. In the further analysis of the data, we used
non-parametric tests, as the parametric ones require normal distribu on of
the data, which was not the case here for the smaller sub-groups. When comparing listener groups we used the Kruskal-Wallis test, a non-parametric equivalent to one-way variance analysis allowing for comparison of three groups. In
comparing the three me points, we used the Friedman Test, an alterna ve
to the one-way ANOVA with repeated measures.

Results
.

Iden ﬁca on by the listener groups

First, we present the results considering the comparison of the three listener
groups in the success of iden ﬁca on samples spoken by a na ve Russian
speaker and by a na ve Finnish speaker. Figure shows the diﬀerences in
iden ﬁca on between the listener groups. Not surprisingly, the non-Russian,
i.e. Finnish speakers’ s muli (n = ) were almost perfectly recognized by (G )
Finnish listeners (n = ) in the experiment, i.e. in only % of these cases
Finnish listeners responded that the speaker’s mother tongue was Russian.
Russian listeners with Finnish proﬁciency (G ) (n = ) judged Finnish s muli
as na ve speakers of Russian in % of the cases. Non-learner listeners (G )
(n = ) falsely iden ﬁed Finnish s muli as na ve speakers of Russian in %
of the cases. A one-way between-groups analysis of variance was conducted
to explore the impact of listener group on iden ﬁca on. As the Levene’s test
indicated that the homogeneity of variance assump on of the ANOVA was violated, we are repor ng the values of the Robust test of equality of means,
the Welch test. There was a sta s cally signiﬁcant diﬀerence at the p < .
level in the three listener groups: F( , . ) = . , p = .
. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean score for G (M = . ,
SD = . ) was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from G (M = . , SD = . ) and G
(M = . , SD = . ). However, G did not diﬀer from G . This indicates that
proﬁciency in Finnish (whether na ve or language learner) helps to iden fy
the Finnish na ve speakers’ samples be er than listeners with no knowledge
of Finnish.
However, it is more interes ng to inves gate how successfully the Russian
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G Finnish listeners
G Russian listeners,
learners of Finnish

%

G Russian listeners,
non-learners of Finnish

Finnish speakers

Russian speakers

FIGURE . Iden ﬁca on rates of Finnish and Russian speakers’ samples by the three
listener groups.

speakers’ s muli (n = ) were iden ﬁed. As Figure shows, Finnish na ve listeners were in general be er than Russian listeners at recognizing speakers
with a Russian language background ( % recogni on rate for all speakers).
Also Russian listeners with Finnish proﬁciency (G ) were be er than those
with no proﬁciency in Finnish (G ) in recognizing the Russian speaker samples.
G recognized % and G
% of the Russian s muli. A one-way betweengroups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the impact of listener
group on iden ﬁca on. As the Levene’s test indicated that the homogeneity
of variance assump on of the ANOVA was violated, we are again repor ng
the values of the Robust test of equality of means, the Welch test. There was
a sta s cally signiﬁcant diﬀerence at the p < .
level in the three listener
groups: F( , . ) =
. ,p= .
. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey
HSD test indicated that the mean score for G (M = . , SD = . ) was significantly diﬀerent from G (M = . , SD = . ) and G (M = . , SD = . ).
G also diﬀered signiﬁcantly from G in mean score. Thus, the degree of proﬁciency in Finnish seems to be linked to the ability to iden fy Russian speakers’
s muli from the na ve Finnish ones.

.

Iden ﬁca on across speakers and me

Diﬀerences between the listener groups for all the three speakers at three
me points (recording sessions T , T and T ) are shown in Figure . KruskalWallis test Χ²( , ) = . (T ), . (T ) and . (T ), p = .
shows
a sta s cally signiﬁcant diﬀerence in ra ngs across me. Judgments by the
na ve Finnish listeners (G ) ( %, % and %) and Russian listeners with
Finnish proﬁciency (G ) ( %, % and %) were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
Russian listeners with no proﬁciency in Finnish (G ) ( %, % and %) in
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G Finnish listeners
G Russian listeners
learners of Finnish

%

G Russian listeners
non-learners of Finnish
T

T

T

Timeline

FIGURE . Judgments of all the Russian speakers at diﬀerent recording sessions (T ,
T , T ) by all rater groups.

all the recording sessions (T , T and T ). This was shown in pairwise comparisons at p = .
level between G and G (Χ² = . ) and at p = .
level
between G and G (Χ² = . ) for T . For the second recording session (T )
this was shown in pairwise comparisons at p = .
level between G and G
(Χ² = . ) and between G and G (Χ² = . ) and for the third recording
session (T ) at p = .
level between G and G (Χ² = . ) and between
G and G (Χ² = . ).
As Figure indicates, there is most varia on across me in the judgments of the Russian listeners with no proﬁciency in Finnish (G ), and thus we
will next focus on them and the diﬀerences in their judgments between the
recording sessions. The results of the Friedman Test indicated that there was
a sta s cally signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the iden ﬁca on rates across the three
me points for Russian listeners with no proﬁciency in Finnish (G ) (based on
Friedman Test X²( ) = . , p < . ). For the other two listener groups, such a
diﬀerence was not observed. Post-hoc tes ng was done using Wilcoxon Signed
Ranks Test, which revealed that T diﬀered from T signiﬁcantly (z = - . ,
p=.
), but T did not diﬀer from T in the ra ngs of G .
Figure shows only the ra ngs (n =
) of G , that is Russian listeners with no Finnish proﬁciency (n = ) across me and speakers. All Russian
speakers were judged less o en as Russian between the ﬁrst two recording
sessions (from T to T ) and Rus and Rus between the ﬁrst and last recording sessions (from T to T ) by the Russian listeners with no proﬁciency in
Finnish (G ) (Figure ). For speakers Rus and Rus , there was a tendency to
be less o en iden ﬁed as Russian as the me they spent in Finland increased.
However, there was a diﬀerent tendency for speaker Rus , who was iden ﬁed
as Russian in % of the samples at T and % at T , but the iden ﬁca on
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Rus
Rus
Rus
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T

T
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FIGURE . Success in iden fying the three speakers’ (Rus , Rus , Rus ) mother tongue
as Russian at three me points (T , T , T ) by the Russian naive listener group (G )
only.

rate increased at T to %. This could be due to the fact that this speaker
interrupted her Finnish course between T and T .

.

Pronuncia on features behind the judgments

The listeners also reported the basis of their judgments. Russian listeners with
no Finnish proﬁciency (G ) answered an open-ended ques on for the whole
task, whereas Finnish listeners (G ) and Russian listeners with Finnish proﬁciency (G ) were asked to choose between prosody, segmental features and
speech rate for each s mulus they heard. A majority of the Russian listeners
with no proﬁciency in Finnish (G ) men oned one or two prosodic features
as the basis of their judgments. Of these, intona on was men oned most often, but also rhythm, stress and segment dura on were reported. The Finnish
listeners reported that they paid most a en on to segmental features ( %),
followed by prosody ( %), whereas speech rate was men oned in only %
of the cases.
Figure shows the judgments of only one group, that is Russian listeners
with Finnish proﬁciency (G ) at diﬀerent recording sessions. This group mostly
paid a en on to segmental quality and dura on at all the me points: % of
the listeners men oned this at T , % at T , and % at T
%. At the ﬁrst
recording session (T ) prosody ( % of the listeners) and speech rate ( % of
the listeners) were also more frequently men oned than in the other recording sessions, where prosody was men oned by % of the listeners both at
T and T and speech rate by % at T and % at T .
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sound
prosody
speech rate
%

T

T

T
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FIGURE . Responses of the Russian listeners with Finnish proﬁciency (G ) about the
features of speech they based their judgments on at diﬀerent recording sessions (T ,
T and T ).

Discussion and conclusions
The purpose of the study was to inves gate the poten al diﬀerences between
three diﬀerent listener groups in evalua on of Russian accented Finnish. The
study shows that proﬁciency in Finnish seems to be connected with the success of diﬀeren a on of Russian speakers’ s muli from the na ve Finnish ones
in an auditory experiment where the listeners are asked to deﬁne whether
each Finnish s mulus is spoken by a na ve Russian speaker or not. Finnish
listeners (G ) iden ﬁed both Finnish speakers’ and Russian speakers’ s muli with very high accuracy and Russian listeners with Finnish proﬁciency (G )
were also rather accurate in their iden ﬁca on of both speaker groups. Similarly as in Weber & Pöllmann (
) the ra ngs of non-na ve non-learners
diﬀered from ra ngs of other listener groups. The listeners with no proﬁciency
in Finnish (G ) were the least successful in iden fying the Russian speakers.
The diﬀerences in the iden ﬁca on rates between the three listener groups
were signiﬁcant for Russian speakers’ samples, but only between G and G
for Finnish speakers’ samples. Thus, we can conclude that some or na ve proﬁciency in Finnish makes a diﬀerence in iden ﬁca on of the Finnish speakers’
s muli as compared to the listeners without Finnish proﬁciency. For the main
research ques on, that is, how well non-na ve speakers were iden ﬁed by
diﬀerent listener groups, we can conclude that the ability to iden fy Russian
accented samples is linked with the listener’s degree of proﬁciency in Finnish.
When the listeners were asked to deﬁne the basis of their judgments overall, many men oned prosodic features and segmental dura on. Thus, as Russian and Finnish prosody are known to diﬀer greatly, it is very likely that this
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is explained by displaced foreign accent detec on proposed by Major (
),
meaning that the listeners are making their judgments based on their knowledge of their mother tongue or language(s) they are learning. In addi on, it is
possible that the listener ra ngs were based on how proﬁcient they were in
Finnish, as could have been the case for G in our study. Our ﬁndings are in
line with Riney et al. (
), as na ve listeners (G ) paid the most a en on
to segmental features. Both Russian listener groups (G and G ), responded
similarly to each other: they paid a en on to prosody, but also to segmental quality and vowel /consonant dura on. However, based on our ﬁndings it
seems that both prosody and segments contributed equally to the judging of
whether the speaker’s mother tongue was Russian or not. Speech rate also received some a en on at the ﬁrst recording session by the listeners who were
Finnish L learners.
As the study included only three speakers that were followed during one
year, we can only draw tenta ve conclusions about pronuncia on learning.
We can say that we iden ﬁed individual diﬀerences in “learning to sound
less Russian” as perceived by naive listeners. Speakers Rus and Rus showed
a tendency to have less Russian accent over the whole observa on period,
whereas Rus did so during the ﬁrst six months (from T to T ), but then declined during the last six months (from T to T ). The decline may be explained
by the fact that Rus interrupted her Finnish studies a er T for family reasons
and that her Finnish use changed at the same me, from rather frequent to a
lot less frequent, and she started using more Russian at home.
From the pedagogic point of view, the tenta ve results of this study imply that par cipa ng in a language course while residing in the country where
the language to be learnt is spoken can diminish features of foreign accent
in speech. In this limited sample (n = ) of Russian learners of Finnish, formal
instruc on in Finnish seemed to make a diﬀerence in how successfully listeners recognized Russian speakers. As was men oned above, speaker Rus , who
dropped out of the language course during the data collec on, was more o en
recognized as Russian a er dropping out than before.
There are a number of possible direc ons for the future longitudinal studies on assessment of foreign accented speech, as the extant literature covers
only limited issues. First, it would be important to record a great number of
speakers during the ﬁrst phase of data collec on, as it is impossible to control
for background variables, e.g. par cipa on in language courses, interac on
with na ve speakers and it can be challenging to record the same speakers
mul ple mes over me without having to sacriﬁce ideal condi ons for phone c data collec on. In the present study only three out of the ten Russian
speakers originally recorded at the ﬁrst recording session were available for
two other consequent recording sessions conducted in the sound proof studio over one year.
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Second, acous c measurements would complete the results from the auditory percep on task. It would be interes ng, for example, to acous cally
measure the perceived pronuncia on features reported by the raters that contribute to the percep on of foreign accent. Similarly as for the auditory percep on task, the acous c analysis also requires more speakers in order to be
able to draw generalizable conclusions. Third, more raters with no knowledge
of Finnish could be recruited for such a study. Fourth, in the experiment, we
did not ask the listeners with no proﬁciency in Finnish (G ) to determine the
basis of their judgments for each s mulus, as we considered this too demanding a task in a language completely unknown to them. In future studies, however, it would be interes ng to give the same mul ple-choice ques onnaire
to all listener groups. Such an experiment would allow a more detailed comparison between the listener groups.
There is s ll a great deal of research to be undertaken in the longitudinal study of L pronuncia on to improve our understanding of the poten al
general trends in pronuncia on learning, as much of the scarce previous longitudinal studies (e.g. Ullakonoja
; Derwing & Munro
) have concluded
that individual diﬀerences in learning paths are great.
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